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A Good Bot

Small and Snappy

Wiggle Room
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Lots of Data/Examples





Laws are needed when technological change ends up squeezing workers 
The 4 ingredients to create consciousness could explain our own minds 
The best roguelike games are a perfect balance of order and randomness 
Does alien life have to look like us? Or even be intelligent? 
Fierce battle looks likely as land-dwelling mudskipper fish face off 
How aspirin became a wonder drug against heart disease and cancer 
The school climate strikes this Friday need the support of adults 
xkcd comic creator Randall Munroe on the thrill of physics 
Loch Ness Monster unmasked: it's a load of eels in a giant eel costume 
A stargazer's guide to the equinox and how Earth moves around the sun 
Deliberate drowning of Brazil's rainforest is worsening climate change 
Richard Dawkins: How we can outgrow God and religion 
Saturn's moon Enceladus is having a snowball fight with other moons 
Mathematicians find a completely new way to write the number 3

45,000 New ScienPst headlines!
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Neural Nets (textgenrnn)

Idea: train a neural network on our corpus of 
headlines, and ask it to generate new ones

Data Headlines





Results

Time taken: 5 mins (prep), 1 hour (training), ??? (extra)

See more: 
@NewerScienPst1

Ar'ficial intelligence could speed up the world 

Cool special: A spiders and the secret of consciousness 

Solar Pole will change science 

Inside the most powerful thing 

Learn the end of the brain implant 

Humans may have spreading con'nues
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(uh, maybe with more data and Pme) 

• Easy to get going - pour the data and wait!
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Neural Nets (textgenrnn)

• Able to generate really good headlines  
(uh, maybe with more data and Pme) 

• Easy to get going - pour the data and wait!

Pros

• We don’t have much control over what gets 
generated. 

• It’s hard to appreciate the process. 
• Hard to angle towards humour or a ‘message’.

Cons
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Algorithms that change lives should be ea'ng 'backwards' gas 

New world order is defying the science of religion and biology 

Science's most controversial technology is back on track? 

Norway is first alterna've to animal tests for cosme'cs 

Cloud gaming may be 200 million years BC
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Markov Chains

• Simple and quick to code, but relaPvely 
good quality nonetheless. 

• Easier to explain, easier to appreciate!

Pros

• Hard to predict whether it’ll generate gold 
or… nonsense. 

• We sPll can’t control much of the tone or 
direcPon of the bot.

Cons
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Idea: use the headlines to create custom wordlists, 
and idenPfy or create templates to fill

Part-Of-Speech Analysis

movie
NOUN

supermassive
ADJECTIVE

frog
NOUN

evolving
VERB

celebrity
NOUN

cosmos
NOUN



Idea: use the headlines to create custom wordlists, 
and idenPfy or create templates to fill

ArPficial sun made with

magic could create clean hydrogen

frog

Part-Of-Speech Analysis
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• Lots of control, leing us mix data like 
ingredients, and focus it into structures. 

• Very easy to explain and unpack to others.

Pros

• Labour-intensive: a lot of work involved in 
authoring, can run out of content. 

• Highly curated which can reduce novelty (not 
always - but it takes experience and luck)

Cons

Part-Of-Speech Analysis



There’s no “right answer” in AI



Designing a bot is full of arPsPc choices!



Good bots are o_en very simple



todo

IllustraPon: Viktoria Gavrilenko

Try out this digital arjorm yourself!



Lots of Resources:
github.com/prosecconetwork

Today’s Newer ScienPst Bots:

@NewerScientist1 
@NewerScientist2 
@NewerScientist3

@mtrcFollow me for 
bad tweets:

Make A Simple Bot, Today!
cheapbotsdonequick.com


